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A model with a mirror symmetry whose particles content consist of the ordinary SM particles
(plus the right handed neutrinos) and their parity mirror partners, can provide a multicomponent
dark matter consist of cold and warm dark matter components. I add to the original mirror model
a singlet scalar and its mirror partner, whose quantum numbers are the same as the singlet right
handed electron (and its mirror-partner). The new scalar can have a zero VEV, while its mirror
partner VEV is non zero. As consequences mirror photon will obtain mass whose order is around
the neutral mirror weak boson mass, rendering the mirror electromagnetic-like interaction similar
like a mirror weak interaction. There is a mixing among the ordinary neutrinos, mirror neutrinos,
the singlet and the doublet mirror electrons. As a result the mirror doublet electrons can have
masses in the keV order, becoming the warm dark matter component of this model. The cold dark
matter component comes from the mirror nucleons that can have mass larger than the ordinary
nucleons. The Big Bang Nucleosynthesys constraint can be avoided by a large entropy production
in the ordinary sector due to a slow decay of mirror singlet electrons. The temperature ratio of
the two sectors is approximately proportional to the ratio of the VEV’s of the ordinary and mirror
Higgs, and this also will determine the cold-warm dark matter contribution to the cosmic energy
density.
PACS numbers: 12.60.-i, 11.30.Er, 95.35.+d
I. INTRODUCTION
Even though a warm dark matter model can solve the
small scale structure problems (the missing satellite, the
cups-core, and the too big to fail problems), it cannot
at the same time fulfill the Lyman-α constraint (see for
ex. [1, 2]). This has led some people to consider a mixed
dark matter model, i.e. a mixture of cold and warm dark
matters, which can solve the small scale structure prob-
lem while at the same time still fulfilling the Lyman-α
constraint (see for ex. [3–5]). We also know that the dark
matter energy density is of the same order as the bary-
onic energy density, ΩDM ≈ 5 ΩB [6], and we know that
the value of ΩB is the outcome of several physical phe-
nomena, i.e. the baryogenesis/leptogenesis, and several
Standard Model (SM) physics including hadronization,
the nucleon masses and the stability of proton. All of
the above suggest that the dark matter sector maybe a
rich multi-component sector of cold and warm dark mat-
ter, that has some similarity to the SM, but with some
differences to account for larger energy density and other
constraints.
Following this suggestion the mirror sector of the
mirror model [7, 8] seems to be a good candidate
for this multi-component dark matter sector (For a
review see for example [9, 10]). The mirror model
particle content are the ordinary particle, i.e. the SM
particle content (plus additional right handed singlet
neutrinos) plus their mirror partners. The Lagrangian
of the model is invariant under the gauge group
SU(3)1⊗SU(3)2⊗SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R⊗U(1)Y⊗U(1)X and
the Z2-mirror symmetry that transform a left (or right)
chiral ordinary particle into its right (or left) chiral
mirror partner and vice versa. In its original version,
the model has a mirror partner of the Higgs scalar,
with the same vacuum expectation value (VEV). As
consequences, the mass spectra of the mirror particles
is the same as in the ordinary particles. Correspond-
ingly, the mirror neutrino and the ordinary neutrino
are mixed maximally, contradicting the three SM-
neutrino oscillation scheme. Besides this, the long range
electromagnetic-like interaction in the mirror sector is
in tension with the nature of the dark matter self inter-
action inferred from the bullet cluster observation [11].
Moreover, to escape the big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN)
constraint, the mirror sector has to be colder than the
ordinary sector, and in the original mirror model, this
temperature difference can only come from a process in
the inflation and reheating era [12].
Some people have proposed modifications of this mir-
ror model by setting different VEVs for the Higgs and
its mirror partner and giving some mass to the mirror
photon [13, 14]. The mass that is given to the mirror
photon usually small, less than the mass of the mirror
electrons, so that mirror electrons will still pair annihilate
into mirror photons, thus their density will not over-close
the universe.
In this paper I propose a modified mirror model, also
by making the mirror photon massive but with a large
mass larger than the electroweak scale. This is done by
adding into the model, a scalar (and its mirror partner)
whose gauge quantum numbers are the same as the right
handed electron (and its mirror partner). When the mir-
ror partner of this scalar gain a non zero VEV, the gauge
field of U(1)X will gain mass, thus in the end giving a
2TABLE I. Irreducible representation (irreps) and quantum
numbers assignment for the scalar and spinor particles with
respect to the mirror gauge group. Note: the last two lines
are the scalars.
o-particles Irreps m-particles Irreps
LL ≡
(
ν
e
)
(1,1,2,1,-1,0) LR ≡
(
N
E
)
(1,1,1,2,0,-1)
νR (1,1,1,1,0,0) NL (1,1,1,1,0,0)
eR (1,1,1,1,-2,0) EL (1,1,1,1,0,-2)
QL ≡
(
u
d
)
(3,1,2,1, 1
3
,0) QR =
(
U
D
)
(1,3,1,2,0, 1
3
)
uR (3,1,1,1,
4
3
,0) UL (1,3,1,1,0,
4
3
)
dR (3,1,1,1,
−2
3
,0) DL (1,3,1,1,0,
−2
3
)
χL =
(
χν
χe
)
(1,1,2,1,-1,0) χR =
(
χN
χE
)
(1,1,1,2,0,-1)
φe (1,1,1,1,-2,0) φE (1,1,1,1,0,-2)
large mass to the mirror photon. A non zero VEV of this
new scalar will break the mirror symmetry of the scalar
potential such that the mirror Higgs can have a different
non zero VEV than the Higgs scalar. It turns out also
that the new scalar, being interacting with some mirror
fermions, can lead to some mirror fermions having masses
in the keV order, thus providing the candidate for keV-
warm dark matter. The BBN constraint can be solved
either by using the physics in the reheating era or using
a slow decay of the massive m-singlet electron, that de-
cay dominantly into the ordinary sector than the mirror
sector, thus increasing the ordinary sector temperature
relative to the mirror sector.
It is reasonable to assume that this modified mirror
model is just a low energy version of some Grand Unified
Theory with a non abelian gauge group, and therefore
there is no mixing between the two U(1)’s gauge bosons.
The complete fermion and scalar particles with its mirror
partner of the modified mirror model are given in Table
I. In the following the prefix o- and m- refer to ordinary
and mirror respectively.
II. THE SCALAR POTENTIAL
The most general scalar potential which is invariant
under the gauge and Z2-mirror transformation is
VH= −µ21
(
|χL|2 + |χR|2
)
− µ22
(
|φe|2 + |φE |2
)
+ λ1
(
|χL|4 + |χR|4
)
+ λ2
(
|φe|4 + |φE |4
)
+ α1 |χL|2 |χR|2 + α3
(
|χL|2 |φE |2 + |χR|2 |φe|2
)
+ α2 |φE |2 |φe|2 + α4
(
|χL|2 |φe|2 + |χR|2 |φE |2
)
, (1)
where the µi’s, λi’s and αi’s are parameters of the poten-
tial. The λi’s and the αi’s have to be positive in order
for the potential to be bounded below. The potential
parameters can have values such that at higher energy
there is a spontaneous symmetry breaking that left φE
to have a non zero VEV, 〈φE〉 = vE , while φe remains
with a zero VEV.
At a lower energy another spontaneous symmetry
breaking makes the χR and χL acquired non zero VEVs.
To fulfill local minimum value of the scalar potential, the
VEVs are related as follows
〈χR〉2 ≡ v2R =
2µ21
2λ1 + α1
+
α1α3 − 2λ1α4
4λ21 − α21
v2E , (2)
〈χL〉2 ≡ v2L =
2µ21
2λ1 + α1
+
α1α4 − 2λ1α3
4λ21 − α21
v2E , (3)
from which we have v2R − v2L = (α3 − α4)v2E/(2λ1 − α1).
Therefore if α3, α4 << 1 we can have vE >> vR, vL and
vR 6= vL.
After χR and χL gain VEVs, the φe can acquired mass,
given at the classical level by
m2φe =
1
2
(
α3v
2
R + α4v
2
L
)
(4)
The other three scalars will form the following mixing
mass term HTMhH where H ≡ (hE , hR, hL)T are the
scalar field excitation above their VEV’s, and
Mh = v
2
R

λ2/η
2 α4/2η α3ξ/2η
α4/2η λ1 α1ξ/2
α3ξ/2η α1ξ/2 λ1ξ
2
 , (5)
where η ≡ vR/vE and ξ ≡ vL/vR. The current result of
the 125 GeV Higgs measurement, does not allow us to
put a strict constraint on the mixing of the Higgs and
other scalars. Nevertheless we can assume that there
is no large mixing between the Higgs and other scalars,
and that vR > vL. Assuming that the parameters λ’s
at the maximum are of order unity and α’s are small,
the above mass matrix should have eigenvalues mh1 >>
mh2 > mh3 for corresponding mass basis h1, h2, and h3.
Moreover, hE is dominated by h1, hR is dominated by h2,
and hL is dominated by h3, with small mixing between
three of them. The hL is our o-Higgs, while hR is the
m-Higgs.
3III. THE GAUGE SECTOR
The mass of the gauge bosons comes from the usual
gauge-scalar field interaction in the Lagrangian, which
after symmetry breaking is written as
L ⊃ 1
4
v2Lg
2W+LµW
−µ
L +
1
4
v2Rg
2W+RµW
−µ
R +
1
8
WTLMLWL
+
1
8
WTRMRWR (6)
where WL = (W 3Lµ, BY µ)T , WR = (W 3Rµ, BXµ)T and
W±Rµ =
(W 1Rµ ∓ iW 2Rµ)√
2
; W±Lµ =
(W 1Lµ ∓ iW 2Lµ)√
2
(7)
with ML is the same as in SM, while MR is given by
(
g2vR
2 −gg′vR2
−gg′vR2 g′2(vR2 + 4vE2)
)
. (8)
The mass matrix above can be diagonalized using WR =
SRW ′R, where W ′R = (ZµR, Dµ)T is the mass basis, and
SR =
 xη2c+ xη2c−
−a+bc+ b−ac−
 , (9)
with x = g′/g ≡ tan θW , and
a =
1
2
(
(x2 − 1)η2 + 4x2) ; b =√a2 + η4x2;
c+ =
√
2b(b+ a); c− =
√
2b(b− a). (10)
The resulting gauge boson mass eigenvalues in the m-
sector are
mWR =
gvR
2
; mZR =
gvR
2
√
1 +
η2x2
b− a (11)
mD =
gvR
2
√
1− η
2x2
b+ a
. (12)
The Dµ is the gauge field of m-electromagnetic inter-
action, i.e. the m-photon. For the case when η << 1
(vE >> vR), we have mD → gvR/2 and mZR → g′vE ,
thus at the lower energy the m-electromagnetic inter-
action can becomes as weak as the m-weak interaction,
while the m-weak interaction is ξ4 times weaker than the
o-weak interaction.
In term of mass basis, the current interaction between
the m-gauge fields and the m-fermions can be written as
follows
− i gc+
2b
(
J3µR +
xc−
c+
JXµ
2
)
Dµ
− i gc−
b− a
(
J3µR −
a+ b
2b
(
J3µR +
xc−
c+
JXµ
2
))
ZµR,
(13)
where Jµ’s are the corresponding current. We can iden-
tify from the term that coupled to Dµ, the unit charge of
the m-electromagnetic interaction, i.e. gc+/2b, and the
m-electromagnetic charge operator, given by
QD = T3R +
xc−
c+
X
2
. (14)
Except for NL, all the other m-fermions have fractional
m-electromagnetic charge. When η << 1 the unit charge
gc+/2b → g, QD → T3R and the m-electromagnetic in-
teraction will be similar to m-weak interaction. I will
assume the case η << 1 for the following.
IV. YUKAWA INTERACTION
The most general Yukawa interaction invariant under
the gauge and Z2-mirror symmetry, is (suppressing the
generation index)
L⊃ −Ge
(
L¯Lχ
c
LeR + L¯Rχ
c
REL
)−Gν (L¯LχLνR + L¯RχRNL)−Gd (Q¯LχcLdR + Q¯RχcRDL)−Gu (Q¯LχLuR + Q¯RχRUL)
−Gνe
(
e¯RφeNL + E¯LφEνR
)−G′νe (e¯RφeνcR − E¯LφEN cL)−G′ν (L¯LχLN cL − L¯RχRνcR)
−Mm(ν¯cRνR − N¯ cLNL)−MdN¯LνR + h.c. (15)
the couplings G’s and the M ’s above are three by three
matrices to account for the three generations. The
fermions will get their masses when the scalars get their
VEVs. The m-quarks will have masses ξ−1 times the
mass of o-quarks, and the small mixing between their
generations can be accounted in the elements of Gu and
Gd. The different generation of o-charged leptons are not
mixing and this should be reflected in Ge being a diago-
4nal matrix. While the o-neutrinos, the m-neutrinos and
the m-charged leptons are mixing even in one generation.
Using a Majorana basis ψTα ≡ (ν,N,E,E′, ν′, N ′)T ≡
(νL+ν
c
L, NR+N
c
R, ER+E
c
R, EL+E
c
L, νR+ν
c
R, NL+N
c
L)
T ,
the mixing mass term can be written as 12 ψ¯Mψ with
M =

0 0 0 0 MνL M
′
νL
0 0 0 0 −M ′νR MνR
0 0 0 Me 0 0
0 0 MTe 0 ME −M ′E
MTνL −M ′TνR 0 MTE M̂m Md
M ′TνL M
T
νR 0 −M ′TE MTd −M̂m

(16)
is a 6 × 6 partitioned matrix whose entries are the fol-
lowing 3 × 3 sub matrices: Me = vRGe, MνL = vLGν ,
MνR = vRGν , M
′
νL = vLG
′
ν , M
′
νR = vRG
′
ν , ME =
vEGνe, M
′
E = vEG
′
νe, M̂m = 2Mm. The exact eigen-
values and eigenvectors for this mass matrix can be ob-
tained numerically. But with some natural assumptions
about the order of the sub matrices, the M can be di-
agonalized approximately. Lets assume the following hi-
erarchy, Mm ≈ Md >> ME ≈ M ′E >> Me ≈ MνR ≈
M ′νR >> MνL ≈M ′νL. This assumption naturally comes
from the previous assumption above about the value of
η and ξ; while Mm and Md, being unrestricted by the
mirror gauge symmetry, should have the largest order.
Due to this assumption the above mass matrix can be
block diagonalized approximately using seesaw mecha-
nism method [15–18].
First, denotes the M as
M =
(
A B
BT D
)
(17)
where
A = (0) , B =
(
0 Mν
)
,
D =
( Me ME
MTE Mm
)
(18)
with the entries are the following block matrices
Mν =
(
MνL M
′
νL
−M ′νR MνR
)
, Me =
(
0 Me
MTe 0
)
ME =
(
0 0
ME −M ′E
)
, Mm =
(
M̂m Md
MTd −M̂m
)
.(19)
Since the entries of D is greater than that of B, we can
use the seesaw mechanism to get
M≈ U
(MνM−1m MTν 0
0 D
)
UT (20)
where
U ≈
(
I BD−1T
−D−1BT I
)
(21)
The content of the upper left block in (20) is
MνM−1m MTν =
(
Aa Ba
BTa Da
)
(22)
where
Aa =M
′
νLM̂
−1
m M
′T
νL −MνLM̂−1m MTνL
Ba =MνLM̂
−1
m M
′T
νR +M
′
νLM̂
−1
m M
T
νR
Da =MνRM̂
−1
m M
T
νR −M ′νRM̂−1m M
′T
νR. (23)
Because vR >> vL then Da >> Ba >> Aa, thus we can
use seesaw mechanism to write
MνM−1m MTν ≈ Ua
(
Aa −BaD−1a BTa 0
0 Da
)
UTa (24)
where
Ua ≈
(
I BaD
−1T
a
−D−1a BTa I
)
. (25)
Next, consider the matrix D in (20), since the entries
of Me and ME are very small compared to the entries
of Mm, we can use seesaw mechanism to obtain
D ≈ U ′
(Me −MEM−1m MTE 0
0 Mm
)
U ′T (26)
where
U ′ ≈
(
I MEM−1Tm
−M−1m MTE I
)
. (27)
Now, consider the upper left block matrix in (26),
Me −MEM−1m MTE =
(
0 Me
MTe Db
)
, (28)
where Db = M
′
EM̂
−1
m M
′T
E −MEM̂−1m MTE . If we assume
that the entries of Me is very small compare to Db, we
can use seesaw mechanism again, to write
Da ≈ Ub
(
MeD
−1
b M
T
e 0
0 Db
)
UTb , (29)
where
Ub ≈
(
I MeD
−1T
b
−D−1b MTe I
)
. (30)
5Certainly there is no specific reason why Me has to be
very small compare to Db, besides for simplicity and the
applicability of seesaw mechanism.
Lastly, consider the lower right block matrix of (26), i.e
Mm. We have assume thatMm ≈Md, but for simplicity
lets assume also that M̂m > Md, then we can write
Mm ≈
Uc
(
M̂m +MdM̂
−1
m M
T
d 0
0 −(M̂m +MdM̂−1m MTd )
)
UTc ,
(31)
for some matrix Uc given by
Uc ≈
(
I −MdM̂−1m
M̂−1m M
T
d I
)
. (32)
Collecting everything together and using the mass basis
ψˆi ≡ (n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6)T where each ni’s is a three
component vector, we can write the mixing mass term
as 12 ψ¯Mψ = 12
¯ˆ
ψMδψˆ. The Mδ is a 6 × 6 diagonal par-
titioned matrix whose diagonal block are the following
3× 3 matrices
M1 = V T1 (Aa −BaD−1a BTa )V1, M2 = V T2 DaV2,
M3 = V T3 MeD−1b MTe V3, M4 = V T4 DbV4,
M5 = V T5 (M̂m +MdM̂−1m MTd )V5,
M6 = −V T6 (M̂m +MdM̂−1m MTd )V6, (33)
with Vi’s are the matrices that will diagonalize the three
generations mixing in each block. The mass matrices in
(33) have been labeled in the order of increasing mass
order. The flavor basis ψ is related to the mass basis
through ψα = Uαiψˆi, with Uαi are the entries of the fol-
lowing matrix
U ≈ U

Ua 0 0
0 Ub UbMEM−1Tm
0 −UcM−1m MTE Uc
V (34)
with U is given in (21). While V is a 6×6 block diagonal
matrix whose block are Vi’s (i = 1, . . . , 6). For first order
approximation, U can be taken as a unit diagonal matrix,
and thus
U ≈

I BaD
−1T
a 0 0 0 0
−D−1a BTa I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I MeD
−1T
b MeM
−1
E MeM
−1
E
0 0 −D−1b MTe I MEM̂−1m M ′EM̂−1m
0 0 0 −M̂−1m MTE I −MdM̂−1m
0 0 0 −M̂−1m M ′TE M̂−1m MTd I

V (35)
From the entries of U in (35), we can see that ν is domi-
nated by n1, and N is dominated by n2, and there is mix-
ing between ν and N , whose probabilities are determined
by the entries of BaD
−1T
a . Assuming Gν ≈ G′ν then the
mixing probability between o- and m-doublet neutrinos
are proportional to ξ2. The limit on the sterile neutrinos-
neutrinos mixing from several collaborations [19–22] give
upper limit on |Uµ4|2 and |Uτ4|2 that can be use to give
the order of magnitude value of ξ, i.e. ξ ≈ 10−1 or less.
Lets assume this value for the following.
The E is dominated by n3, and E
′ is dominated by n4,
and there is mixing between E and E′ whose probabilities
are determined by the entries of MeD
−1T
b . The E
′ has a
moderate mixing with ν′ and N ′, whose probabilities are
determined by the entries of MEM̂
−1
m . Because Me <<
Db then E only have smaller mixing with ν
′ and N ′, with
the probabilities are determined approximately by the
entries of MeM
−1
E . Lastly the ν
′ and N ′ are dominated
by the mixture of n5 and n6.
The matrix M1 is the usual neutrino mass matrix,
with V1 as the PMNS mixing matrix [23, 24]. The mass
of m-doublet neutrino is determined byM2 in (33), then
using (23) the mass of m-doublet neutrinos should be
ξ−2 times the mass of o-doublet neutrinos. Assuming
6normal neutrino hierarchy, the mass of the largest o-
doublet neutrinos is around 10−1 eV, while the lightest
o-doublet neutrinos should be below 10−2 eV. Thus, for
ξ ≈ 10−1 the largest mass of m-doublet neutrinos should
be around 10 eV, while the lightest m-doublet neutri-
nos should be below 1 eV. TheM2 should be maximally
mixed with V2 ≈ V1, and at current cosmic temperature,
the remaining m-doublet neutrinos should be dominated
by the lightest m-doublet neutrinos.
For the other mass in (33), without the information
about the matrix G’s, we can only guess base on some
assumption. Specifically we will consider the possibility
to have one of the lightest mass in M3 to be in the keV
order. First, it should be natural to assume Gν and Ge
to have similar pattern (that is the mass pattern of o-
doublet charged leptons). From the pattern of Ge, the
mass order of MνL, and M
′
νL should be around 10
−3− 1
GeV, while forMe,MνR, andM
′
νR should be around ξ
−1
times 10−3 − 1 GeV. Second, for simplicity assume that
all entries of M̂m are around the same order. To produce
the correct mass pattern for the o-doublet neutrinos, the
mass order of M̂m should be around 10
10 − 1011 GeV.
If we want M3 to contain a keV mass order, then the
largest order of M4 (or Db) should be around ξ−2 GeV.
Unlike in the o-doublet charged lepton, in generalM3
may not be diagonal, so the three generations of E will
mixed. Thus even if the decay rate of m-doublet tauon
and muon into m-doublet electron and neutrinos are very
small, the mixing between them will make the lightest E
as the dominant component at low energy. The same
scenario also happen for the M4, and the lightest E′
should be the dominant component at low energy.
V. BBN AND THE DARK MATTERS
The model has two scalars, i.e. φe and φE that can act
as inflaton fields during inflation epoch. Since these two
scalars have different VEV, they can undergo different
reheating scheme in the m- and o-sectors, and the two
sectors can end up with different reheating temperature.
Detail about this will be given in a future paper. It is nec-
essary that the reheating temperature be above the mass
of the lightest singlet neutrinos νR and NL, whose decay
will lead to leptogenesis in both sectors, otherwise the
particle-antiparticle asymmetry produced will be diluted
by reheating. There are two possibilities regarding the
reheating temperature, each will lead to different dark
matter scenario.
In the first possibility, the reheating temperature is
below the mass of hR, thus the mixing between hL and
hR in the scalar potential is not effective anymore to
make the two sector comeback to thermal equilibrium.
The two sectors will evolve with different temperature
and this gives a solution for the BBN constraint, i.e. the
m-sector has lower temperature than the o-sector.
Leptogenesis in this case take place after hR gain its
mass. Therefore, lepton number produced in the m-
sector cannot get converted into baryon number through
the sphaleron process in m-sector (that took place around
the time when hR gain its mass). Thus there is no
asymmetry in the m-baryon and all m-baryon will an-
nihilate away to become m-mesons, dominated with m-
pions. These m-pions will decay through WR and ZR
into m-doublet leptons. When the temperature become
very low, the m-sector will be dominated by m-doublet
electrons and the lightest m-doublet neutrinos. In this
scenario there is no cold dark matter, only warm and
some small fraction of hot dark matter, and we will not
consider this case further.
In the second possibility, the reheating temperature
is far above the mass of hR, and after reheating the
two sectors will comeback into thermal equilibrium due
to the mixing between hL and hR. As the tempera-
ture of the universe decrease, the massive NL and νR
will decay into lighter fermions and will be the source
of Leptogenesis mechanism, producing the same amount
of lepton asymmetry in the m- and o-sectors. This lep-
ton (m-lepton) asymmetry will be converted into baryon
(m-baryon) asymmetry through the sphaleron processes
close to the electroweak symmetry breaking epoch in each
sector, and the two sectors can have the same baryon
asymmetry. But there should be other process that make
the two sectors to have different temperature before the
BBN epoch.
The decay of the lightest E′ (or approximately the m-
singlet electron) will provide large entropy contribution
to the o-sector than to the m-sector. The lightest E′
will decoupled from thermal equilibrium in the m-sector
when its interaction rate Γ < H , the rate of cosmolog-
ical expansion. In the case when η << 1 the E′ has a
very small m-electromagnetic charge, so its interaction
with other m-fermion via m-photon is very small. The
same also for its interaction via ZR, due to ZR being very
massive and the E′ coupling via ZR is very small. Via
hR the E
′ can interact with the m-doublet E and other
m-fermions. But the coupling of E′ and E with hR, i.e.
Ge for the case of the lightest E
′ is very small (the same
Yukawa coupling of o-electron). The E′ can also interact
with o-fermions via hL due to its mixing with the sin-
glet neutrinos N ′ and ν′, but with a very small mixing.
Therefore the lightest E′ will decouple from both sectors
very early long before its decay, and thus after decoupling
it can dominate the cosmic energy density.
The lightest E′ can decay into m-doublet electron E
and lighter m-fermions via hR. But, due to its mix-
ing with ν′ and N ′, the lightest E′ can also decay with
a larger rate into o-doublet neutrinos ν and lighter o-
fermions via hL. With the same mixing the lightest E
′
can also decay into m-doublet neutrino N and lighter
m-fermions via hR, but with a smaller rate. The ratio
between the total decay rates into m- and o-fermions will
determine the ratio of entropy contribution to the m- and
o-sectors. The total decay rate of E′ into o-fermions is
7given approximately by
Γo ≈
(
m5E′
m4hL
)(|UE′,5Gν |2 + |UE′,6G′ν |2) ∑f |Gf |212(8pi)3
(36)
where Gf is the Yukawa coupling of the fermions and the
sum is over o-fermions that have mass below the mass of
E′, mhL is the mass of hL, and UE′,5/6 is the relevant en-
tries of MEM̂
−1
m or M
′
EM̂
−1
m . While the total decay rate
of the lightest E′ into m-fermions is given approximately
by
Γm ≈
(
m5E′
m4hR
)(|Ge1|2 + |UE′,5G′ν |2 + |UE′,6Gν |2)
×
∑
f ′ |Gf |2
12(8pi)3
(37)
where the sum is over m-fermions that have mass below
the mass of E′, and mhR is the mass of hR. The Ge1 ≈
3 × 10−6 is the element of Ge for the first generation
(Yukawa coupling of the electron).
Following the method in [25] one can get the ratio of
the final entropy (after most off E′ have decayed) to the
initial entropy per comoving volume in a particular sector
Sf
Si
=
[
1 +
4
3
Γ
(
45
2pi2g∗(Ti)
)1/3
mE′Yi
Ti
I
]3/4
(38)
where Ti is an initial temperature before the decay of
the lightest E′, Γ is the total decay rates of E′ into that
particular sector, Yi = niR
3
i /Si, ni is the initial density
of E′ after decoupling, Ri is the cosmological scale at
this initial time, g∗ is the relativistic degree of freedom
in that particular sector during the decay process, and
I is some integral that contain a factor < g∗ >
1/3, the
average value of g∗ in that particular sector during the
decay process. We can assume that g∗ does not change
appreciably in the two sectors. If the time life of E′ is
quite long the value of I is large and the second terms
inside the bracket of (38) much larger than one, therefore
the ratio of the final temperature between the m- and o-
sectors is given approximately by
T ′f
Tf
=
(
S′f
Sf
)1/3
≈
(
Γm
Γo
)1/4
.
Assuming mhL/mhR ≈ ξ we have
T ′f
Tf
≈ r1/4ξ
(
1 +
|Ge1|2
|UE′,5G′ν |2 + |UE′,6Gν |2
)1/4
, (39)
where r =
∑
f ′ |Gf |2/
∑
f |Gf |2 < 1. Since Ge1 is
very small, it is possible that |UE′,5G′ν |2, |UE′,6Gν |2 >>
|Ge1|2, in which case T ′f/Tf ≈ r1/4ξ.
In the m-hadronic sector, the m-baryon-antibaryon
will annihilate through SU(3)2 interaction to become m-
mesons, dominated by m-pions, leaving the asymmetric
part of the m-baryon that will decay through the m-
weak gauge bosons WR into lighter m-baryons. While
the m-pions will decay through the m-weak interaction
to become m-leptons. In the end, in the m-hadronic sec-
tor we are left with the asymmetric part of m-nucleons,
i.e. the m-proton and m-neutron. These m-nucleons can
form a m-nucleus, a collection of m-nucleon bound to-
gether with m-nuclear force whose strength is similar to
the o-nuclear force. Since the m-electromagnetic force re-
pulsion between m-protons are very weak, the m-nucleus
can be very large. This large m-nucleus form the cold
dark matter component that have some self-interaction
with the strength similar to o-nuclear force. Assuming
the mass of m-proton and m-neutron are approximately
the same, then the m-nucleon will contribute energy den-
sity ρ′b = nbmp′ , where nb is the o-baryon density andmp′
is the mass of m-proton. If all m-nucleons are the dark
matter, then mp′ should be around five times the mass of
o-nucleon, but if there are other significant components
of dark matters then mp′ should be less than five time
proton mass.
The mass of o- or m-nucleon depends on the hadronic
scale in that sector, i.e. ΛQCD and Λ
′
QCD respectively,
and on the mass of their quark constituent. We can write
for the case of o-proton and m-proton respectively [13]
mp = kΛQCD + 2hpumu + hpdmd,
mp′ = k
′Λ′QCD + 2h
′
pumu′ + h
′
pdmd′ , (40)
where k(
′), h
(′)
pu, h
(′)
pd are some parameters, mu(′) and md(′)
are the mass of o- (m-) up and o- (m-) down quarks
respectively. Similar formula can be written also for the
o- and m-neutron. The mass of a m-quark is ξ−1 times
the mass of the corresponding o-quark. The hadronic
scale in the m-sector is related to the hadronic scale in
the o-sector [13]
Λ′QCD =
(
mumdms
Λ9QCD
ξ4
)1/11
, for Λ′QCD < mu′ ,md′
Λ′QCD =
(
mdms
Λ
27/2
QCD
ξ5
)2/31
, for mu′ < Λ
′
QCD < md′
Λ′QCD =
(
ms
Λ
27/2
QCD
ξ4
)2/29
, for mu′ ,md′ < Λ
′
QCD < ms′
(41)
where ms are the mass of o-strange quark. The three
relation above is actually approximately the same.
If the mass of the quark constituent is very low com-
pared to the hadronic scale, then the mass of the nucleon
is proportional to the hadronic scale. While if the quark
constituent is heavier than the hadronic scale, then they
will behave non relativistically. In this later case the mass
of m-proton will be the mass of its quarks constituent
plus a negative small contribution from the gluonic inter-
action. We can assume that the parameter k(
′) in (40)
8is changing as a function of the quark constituent mass.
When the mass of the quark constituent approaching Λ,
the value of k′ should decrease, diminish then negative.
While when the mass of the quark constituent is smaller
compared to Λ the value of k(
′) will approach a maximum
value kmax.
Since in the o-sector the mass of the quark constituent
is very small compared to the Λ, we can assume the pa-
rameter k there is close to kmax. Lets take mu ≈ 2.5
MeV, md ≈ 5 MeV, ms ≈ 95 MeV, and ΛQCD ≈ 200
MeV, then using mp = 938 MeV, we have kmax ≈ 4.7.
For ξ ≈ 0.1 we have to take the case when mu′ ,md′ <
Λ′QCD < ms′ in (41), and thus Λ
′
QCD ≈ 359 MeV. With
this value, both the m-down and m-up quark should be-
have relativistically. Therefore we can set h′pu, h
′
pd ≈ 1,
while k′ will not far below kmax. The mass of m-proton
is then
mp′ ≈ kmaxΛ′QCD + ξ−1(2mu +md). ≈ 1.8 GeV. (42)
The correct value of k′ can be found using Lattice QCD,
but we can conclude that for ξ ≈ 0.1, the contribution of
m-nucleon for the dark matter density is still less than
5ΩB. The other contribution for ΩDM should then come
from the m-lepton sector.
In the m-lepton sector, after the decay of the m-singlet
electron what is left are the m-doublet leptons. The m-
doublet tauon and muon will decay through WR to be-
come m-doublet neutrinos and the m-doublet electrons.
These last particles are in thermal equilibrium due to
m-weak interaction and m-electromagnetic interaction.
Since the m-photon mass is less than the mass of the m-
weak gauge bosons WR and ZR, the m-doublet electron
will decoupled from the m-doublet neutrinos when the
rate of m-electromagnetic interaction between them are
less than the cosmological expansion rateH . SincemD is
large, the m-electromagnetic interaction rate between m-
doublet electron and m-doublet neutrinos is very small.
For example in the relativistic regime, the interaction
rate of e′ + ν′ → e′ + ν′ is given by
Γe′ν′ =
q2eq
2
νE2
pim4D
ξ(3)
pi2
T 3 (43)
where −qe, qν ≈ g/2 are the fractional m-electromagnetic
charge of m-doublet electron and m-doublet neutrino,
and E is the energy of the particle (in the center of mo-
mentum frame). It is important that the m-doublet elec-
tron decouple from the cosmic plasma in the m-sector
after the decay of E′, otherwise its energy density will
over-close the universe. Taking mD = 800 TeV, the de-
couple temperature depend on the ratio x ≡ T ′/T . If
x = 0.1 then the decoupling temperature Td ≈ 2.2 GeV.
Thus the keV m-doublet electrons will decouple from the
m-doublet neutrinos when it is still relativistic and it will
become the warm dark matter component.
The m-doublet electron energy density today is given
by ρ = nEmE(R/R0)
3, where nE is its number density
when at the decoupled time, mE is its mass, R0 and R is
the present day and at the decoupled time length scales
respectively. Assuming that the entropy density in the
m-sector today is very small, we can use the present day
photon entropy density s0 = 2970 cm
−3 and s the en-
tropy density at the time of m-doublet electron decoupled
from the cosmic plasma, to give the length scale change
of the universe R/R0 = (s0/s)
1/3. The relative energy
density of the m-doublet electron is given by
ΩE ≈ nER
3
ρcR30
mE =
40.57
g∗spi
4
x3
2970
0.52× 10−5mE(GeV) (44)
where g∗s is the o-sector entropy relativistic degree of free-
dom at the decouple time of E. For mE = 7.1 keV,
x = 0.1 and Td ≈ 2.2 GeV we have g∗s = 72.25, and
ΩE ≈ 0.5 ΩB. While if x = 0.2 and Td ≈ 0.7 GeV, we
have g∗s = 61.75, and ΩE ≈ 4.8 ΩB. If x is very small,
then the model will be dominated by a cold dark matter
with very small warm dark matter contribution to Ω.
VI. CONCLUSION
The introduction of new scalars φe and φE to the mir-
ror model turns out to give many new phenomena that
has been elaborated above. Even though many of the
result depend on unknown parameters value, but rea-
sonable assumption on those parameters shows that this
modified mirror model can become a good candidate for
mixed cold-warm dark matter scenario. The ratio of the
cold-warm dark matter component depend indirectly to
the ratio between the VEVs, i.e. ξ. So once a more ac-
curate value of ξ is known, either from the mixing of the
SM-Higgs with other heavier scalar (the m-Higgs) or from
the sterile-active neutrinos mixing, many of the feature
of this model can be tested.
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